Abstract. The problem of sampling low lying, first-order saddle points on a high dimensional surface is discussed and a method presented for improving the sampling efficiency. The discussion is in the context of an energy surface for a system of atoms and thermally activated transitions in solids treated within the harmonic approximation to transition state theory. Given a local minimum as an initial state and a small, initial displacement, the minimum-mode following method is used to climb up to a saddle point. The goal is to sample as many of the low lying saddle points as possible when such climbs are repeated from different initial displacements. Various choices for the distribution of initial displacements are discussed and a comparison made between (1) displacements along eigenmodes at the minimum, (2) purely random displacements with a maximum cutoff, and (3) Gaussian distribution of displacements. The last choice is found to give best overall results in two test problems studied, a heptamer island on a surface and a grain boundary in a metal. A method referred to as "skipping-path method" is presented to reduce redundant calculations when a climb heads towards a saddle point that has already been identified. The method is found to reduce the computational effort of finding new saddle points to as little as a third, especially when a thorough sampling is performed. 1. Introduction. The problem of finding first-order saddle points (SPs), i.e., SPs where the Hessian has one and only one negative eigenvalue, on high dimensional surfaces appears in many contexts [1] . One example is the study of mechanism and rate of thermal transitions in materials where the first-order SPs on the energy surface as a function of atomic coordinates are of primary importance. A stable configuration of atoms corresponds to a minimum in the potential energy as a function of the atomic coordinates and rearrangements of the atoms to other, stable configurations can be identified by locating first-order SPs on the potential energy rim surrounding the initial state minimum. Note that from a state of equilibrium we want to find the least demanding ways of escaping its basin of attraction in measures of energy. Mathematically, this is an inverse problem from a singularity and thus, in general, classifies as a hard problem and is not solvable by any standard or simple method. Especially, one cannot resort to solving the equations of motion backwards in time.
Introduction.
The problem of finding first-order saddle points (SPs), i.e., SPs where the Hessian has one and only one negative eigenvalue, on high dimensional surfaces appears in many contexts [1] . One example is the study of mechanism and rate of thermal transitions in materials where the first-order SPs on the energy surface as a function of atomic coordinates are of primary importance. A stable configuration of atoms corresponds to a minimum in the potential energy as a function of the atomic coordinates and rearrangements of the atoms to other, stable configurations can be identified by locating first-order SPs on the potential energy rim surrounding the initial state minimum. Note that from a state of equilibrium we want to find the least demanding ways of escaping its basin of attraction in measures of energy. Mathematically, this is an inverse problem from a singularity and thus, in general, classifies as a hard problem and is not solvable by any standard or simple method. Especially, one cannot resort to solving the equations of motion backwards in time.
In our model of thermal transitions in materials the transition probability can be estimated by transition state theory [2] which for solids can be further simplified by a harmonic approximation [4] unless the temperature is too high. In solids, the atoms are mostly confined to small regions around the minima and the bottle necks for transitions-the regions of smallest statistical weight that have to be traversed during transitions-are small regions around first order saddle points. A harmonic approximation to the energy surface in the vicinity of minima and first order SPs, therefore, gives a good approximation when the transition rate is estimated and the mode with negative eigenvalue at the first-order SP gives a clear description of the transition mechanism in the bottle neck region. The transition rate due to trajectories that pass through the region of a given SP is [4] 
where E min and E SP are the values of the potential energy at the initial state minimum and at the SP, k B is the Boltzmann constant, and T is the temperature. The prefactor, ν, is given by the ratio of frequencies for vibrational modes in the initial state, ν R,i , and at the SP, ν SP,i . The vibrational modes are found by constructing the mass weighted Hessian matrix,H, and solving an eigenvalue problem representing the equations of motion for the atoms:
δ i,j , (1.4) where i runs over all degrees of freedom (three per atom), m i/3 is the mass of atom that corresponds to the degree of freedom, δ i,j is the Kronecker delta, and H is the Hessian, which is the second order derivative of the energy with respect to the degrees of freedom:
. . . . . . . . . . . .
If the final state(s) of possible transitions are known, then various techniques for determining minimum energy paths between the initial state minimum and each final state minimum can be used, such as the nudged elastic band method [5, 6] , and the relevant SP can be identified as the highest maximum along the minimum energy path. However, the final states are often not known or are only poorly known so that the search for SPs should preferably only make use of information about the initial state and not be biased by any preconceived notion about transition mechanism or final state. There are many examples where seemingly simple transitions turned out to prefer a more complex mechanism than initially assumed (see, for example, [7, 8] ). Then, there are systems that are so complex, either because of the interatomic interactions and/or because of the atomic configurations, that it is practically impossible to predict the transition mechanism and final state configurations. One example of the latter is presented here in a study of grain boundary annealing where as many as 10 atoms are sometimes displaced by more than 0.5Å in a concerted way as the system is displaced from a minimum to a low lying saddle point (see below).
In principle, trajectories generated by classical dynamics (numerical solution to Newton equations), can provide information about mechanism and rate of thermally activated transitions. The problem, however, is that the time between typical activated events is many orders of magnitude longer than the fastest time scale, that of atomic vibrations, so the simulation would take an impossibly long time. Different algorithms are, therefore, needed to span the long time scales that are relevant for time evolution due to thermally activated transitions. The adaptive kinetic Monte Carlo algorithm (AKMC) [9] is one such approach. There, a table of possible transitions from a given initial state is generated by repeated SP searches. A random number is then used to pick a transition according to the relative transition probabilities and the system advanced to the final state of the transition. An important aspect of the method is that the table of possible events that can take place in the system is not constructed before hand, but is created on the fly as the simulation is carried out. The AKMC method has, for example, been used to simulate metal crystal growth by vapor deposition [10] , the annealing of grain boundaries in metals [11] and the diffusion of hydrogen at grain boundaries in metals [12] . As long as the low energy SPs, corresponding to the more likely transitions, are identified and no systematic omission of SPs occurs, the method gives a good approximation to the long time scale evolution. The sampling efficiency discussed in this article is, therefore, particularly important for AKMC simulations. The set of SP-searches that are carried out for a given initial state are independent and can be farmed out to different computers that are simply connected by ethernet. Software for long time scale simulations of solids using such distributed computing has been developed and made available [13] .
Several methods have been proposed to climb up from a given initial state minimum to converge onto a first-order SP. It is important to realize that a simple climb up the direction of slowest ascent will not necessarily lead to a SP (see a simple twodimensional example in [14] ), and even if it does, the question still remains how to sample other SPs on the potential energy rim. Cerjan and Miller [15] suggested using the eigenvectors of the Hessian to guide the climb, first using the vector for the lowest eigenvalue-the minimum-mode-and then successively the eigenvectors of the higher eigenvalues. Several variants of this mode following method have been presented (see, for example, [16, 17] ). The problem with the mode following method is that the full Hessian needs to be constructed and an eigenvalue problem solved. Not only does the computational effort scale up rapidly as more degrees of freedom are included in the system, but also the construction of the Hessian can represent a large computational effort when analytical second derivatives are not available. A more economic approach is to follow only the minimum-mode, as this mode can be estimated without constructing and diagonalizing the Hessian [18, 19] . Different saddle points can be found by starting from different initial points, slightly displaced from the minimum. This minimum-mode following method is described in more detail below. It can be applied to large systems with many degrees of freedom (several thousands) and it can be used in combination with plane wave based density functional theory [20] evaluation of the energy and force where second derivatives of the energy are typically not available because of the large computational effort (see, for example, [21] ). The choice of the initial displacements can strongly influence the efficiency of the SP searches. This issue is addressed below. Other methods for generating starting points for SP-searches, involving larger displacements, have also been suggested [22] .
A general requirement for such SP-searches is to get a complete, or at least sufficiently thorough sampling of SPs that are below a given cutoff value. The number of SPs is typically large and some may be hard to find so a large number of searches may need to be conducted. Each search can also take significant amount of computer time, especially when the energy and force is evaluated by solving some approximation to the wave equation for the electrons (density functional theory or quantum chemistry methods). It is, therefore, important to optimize the searches and reduce redundancy as much as possible. Two aspects of this issue are addressed in the present study. First, a comparison of different methods for generating displacements from the initial state is presented. Then, a new method is presented for reducing the amount of computational effort wasted when a search converges onto an already known SP. Before describing those, the minimum-mode following method is first reviewed and the two systems used in this study described.
2. Minimum-mode following. Several iterative algorithms can be used to reach a local minimum of a function by using only information about the gradient of the function and not its value. This includes, for example, the conjugate gradient method if the line searches are skipped. Such an algorithm can also be used to converge to a first-order saddle point if the component of the gradient in the direction of the negative curvature mode, i.e., the direction corresponding to the negative eigenvalue, is reversed. This component inversion maps a first order saddle point onto a local minimum. In the context of atomic systems, the force on each atom i is given by a three-dimensional vector F i . Because we are interested in equilibrium states of the whole system, i.e., in states where
where N is the number of the atoms in the system, it is profitable to change to a state-space (generalized coordinates) representation. In this representation we write down the components of the individual atomic forces F i for i = 1, 2, . . . , N in the state-space force vector F. Then F is a 3N -dimensional vector, or more exactly a 3N -dimensional vector field of the 3N state variables x = (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x 3N ). The force acting on the ith atom is contained in the components at positions 3i − 2, 3i − 1, and 3i in F and the position of the ith atom is similarly contained in the components at the same positions in x. The Hessian matrix H of the energy E is the total differential of −F, because, by definition F = −∇E. The component inversion can now be given by the formula
where v min is a normalized eigenvector corresponding to the lowest eigenvalue of the Hessian at the point. By making the atoms follow the transformed force, F eff , a minimization algorithm converges to a first order saddle point on the energy surface. The negative curvature mode can be found by constructing the Hessian matrix, the matrix of second derivatives of the potential energy, and finding a normalized eigenvector, v min , corresponding to the smallest eigenvalue. However, since only the mode with the smallest eigenvalue is needed, it is possible to get the required information more directly, thereby avoiding the construction of the Hessian matrix and the eigenvalue problem. In the dimer method [18] , two replicas of the system-the dimer-are constructed and their separation kept fixed while the orientation of the dimer is optimized to minimize the total energy. This aligns the direction of the dimer to the minimum-mode. This is the method used here. Another possibility is to use the Lanczos method which is often used to converge to the lowest (and highest) eigenvalue of large matrices [24] .
Let us explain the component inversion method more closely. A system is at a local equilibrium at z if there is no force acting on it. That is F(z) = 0. Without loss of generality, we can assume z = 0. If we discard nonhyperbolic equilibrium points, i.e., equilibria whose potential cannot be approximated locally by a quadratic function, then, by the Hartman-Grobman theorem [25] a complete topological description of the flow close to the equilibrium is given by the linear differential equation
, H is the Hessian of the potential E, and I 3N and O 3N are the 3N × 3N identity-and zero-matrix respectively. If all eigenvalues of M are positive, then the equilibrium at the origin is a local minimum of the total energy, if all are negative, then it is a local maximum, and if some are positive and some are negative, then it is a saddle point. Clearly M is fixed by H, so the flow close to the equilibrium is determined uniquely by the Hessian H. Because the determinant of a matrix is the product of its eigenvalues and det M = ± det H, the equilibrium at the origin is hyperbolic, if and only if the Hessian H does not have zero as an eigenvalue.
It is interesting to take a look at the solution ofẍ(t) = −Hx(t) in this case
Because H is symmetric, we can write
where the p i , i = 1, 2, . . . , 3N , are an orthonormal set of eigenvectors of H and the a i are real-valued functions. Hence,
where λ i is the eigenvalue corresponding to the eigenvector p i . Because the p i form an orthonormal set, we are left with 3N decoupled one-dimensional differential equations:
Consider what happens if the system is initially at rest in the eigenspace of λ j , close to the equilibrium at the origin. We solve the initial-value problem
and by simple calculations we get
Hence, if λ j < 0, the system gets repelled away from the equilibrium, and if λ j > 0, it oscillates about the equilibrium. Thus, the system needs kinetic energy to pass through the equilibrium in an eigenspace corresponding to a negative eigenvalue, but in an eigenspace corresponding to a positive eigenvalue, it does not need kinetic energy. Now, if a system is at a local minimum at x and we want to calculate the probability of the system to leave this minimum due to as small perturbations as possible to come to rest at another local minimum y, it is clear, e.g., from the fact that the potential E of the system at x is locally approximated by a positive definite quadratic form, that the system goes through an equilibrium point of the potential in nonpathological cases. By simple geometrical reasoning it seems logical to concentrate on first order saddle points, i.e., saddle points where all eigenvalues of the Hessian are positive except for one. First, as the probability of the system to climb over an energy-barrier decreases exponentially with the barrier hight, one can concentrate on low barriers. Second, a saddle point of kth degree, i.e., the Hessian has k negative eigenvalues, implies that the quadratic approximation of the energy at the saddle point includes a k-dimensional paraboloid, of which the saddle point is a local maximum, laying in the subspace spanned by the eigenvectors corresponding to the negative eigenvalues. If k > 1, then a path crossing the saddle point can take a shortcut on the surface of the paraboloid avoiding the maximum at the saddle point and, thus, a smaller perturbation is able to cause this transition.
A consequence of the eigenvalues of the Hessian being continuous functions of the state is that a first order saddle point is contained in an open region of the state-space where the Hessian has one negative eigenvalue and all others are positive. This implies that if we use the transformed force F eff in the vicinity of the saddle point, then this saddle point is transformed into a local minimum and function minimizing methods will convergence to this particular saddle point. A region containing the saddle point forms its basin of attraction (see Figure 2. 2). This is illustrated schematically in Figure 2 .1 showing a region of a potential energy ridge where three saddle points are present, corresponding to three different mechanisms for adatom diffusion on a solid surface. As soon as a search path has entered one of these basins of attraction, the final outcome of the search has been determined. This feature will be exploited in a method described below to reduce the redundancy in repeated SP-searches.
The initial state minimum is in a region where all eigenvalues of the Hessian are positive. This will be referred to as the positive region. A saddle point search path needs to get out of this region and into one of the basins of attractions of a first order saddle point. If too much minimization using the transformed force F eff is carried out in the positive region, the search path will tend to slide down to the slowest ascent path. This is not desired since different SP-searches will then all tend to give the same result. It is, therefore, important to move rather aggressively out of the positive region. This is accomplished in the minimum-mode following method by zeroing the gradient perpendicular to the minimum-mode. The effective force then becomes where λ min is the smallest eigenvalue of the Hessian at that point on the surface and v min is a corresponding normalized eigenvector.
The larger the displacements of the atoms in the positive region, the less tendency there is to slide onto the slowest ascent path, but the larger the probability is to land on a saddle point that does not connect with the initial state minimum (see discussion in [23] ). After a saddle point has been identified, it is important to slide down the surface to check whether it connects with the initial state from which the search started. Such a slide can be performed with any of a number of minimization algorithms after a small displacement from the saddle point along the eigenvector corresponding to the negative eigenvalue, both forwards and backwards.
To locate a first order saddle point, a point where the effective force of (2.2) vanishes and one eigenvalue is negative, an iterative method is applied. Convergence is obtained when the RMS value of the effective force drops below a predefined value, typically 0.01 eV/Å. Each iteration step involves the determination of a conjugated search direction and a single displacement towards the zero point of the effective force along this direction as originally proposed by Henkelman and Jónsson [18] . The search direction in iteration n is determined by a linear combination of the current gradient, F eff , and the previous direction, d n−1 , as
where the coefficient β n is obtained using the Polak-Ribière formula:
But, since an object function corresponding to the effective force is not known, the line search that is typically carried out in conjugate gradient minimization cannot be used. Instead, only one displacement along the direction, d n , is made based on a finite difference estimate of the derivative of the effective force along this line. The displacement is estimated using Newton's method. Algorithm 1. Force only conjugate gradient. Require: The current configuration, r n ∈ R 3N , the normalized search direction, d n ∈ R 3N , an infinitesial step size, δ, and a max displacement Δ max .
, assuming k to be constant
Δ = sign(f )Δ max 7: end if 8: r n+1 = r n + Δd n A simple two-dimensional example energy surface and multiple SP-searches using the algorithm described above is shown in Figure 2 .2. Seven distinct local minima and seven SPs are present on the surface. The figure illustrates how different initial displacements can lead to convergence on different SPs. In some cases, several different search paths tend to merge outside the positive region and have a long stretch where they lie very close until they reach the same SP. This is the motivation for the skippingpath method. There, later search paths are truncated after they have come within a certain distance of a previous search path. This can save a considerable amount of computations. Only points outside the positive region and within the basin of attraction of a SP are stored and used for possible termination of later search paths.
3. Simulated systems. Two systems which differ substantially in both the atomic arrangement and the atomic interactions were studied. One is a heptamer island (HI) on a close-packed crystal surface and the other a twisted and tilted grain boundary (GB) in a metal crystal. The atomic interactions are described by a Morse pair-potential in the HI system with parameters chosen to roughly describe platinum (this same system was studied in [23] ) but for the GB system the effective medium theory [26, 27] potential function was used to reproduce properties of copper. The HI system is much simpler since the transitions involve mostly the seven island atoms, although the surface atoms are also allowed to move. The GB system is more complex since a large number of atoms can move and there are many low barrier transition paths on the energy surface due to the disorder in the grain boundary layer. In either case, the relevant transitions are local in that they mainly involve atoms in a limited region of the system, especially atoms with an anomalous coordination (i.e., whose neighbors are not arranged according to a FCC lattice). 
Heptamer island.
The HI system is shown in Figure 3 .1. A total of 343 atoms are included in the simulation. The crystal is represented by six layers of atoms arranged in an FCC lattice. The three bottom layers are kept frozen (a total of 168 atoms). The heptamer island on top of the surface has a hexagonal shape. The simple Morse potential is used to roughly (but not accurately) describe the atomic interactions because it is easy to implement and the calculations can, therefore, easily be reproduced. This system has been proposed as a general test problem for comparing various methods for finding mechanisms of transitions and estimating rates of transitions [28] . It is relatively simple since only a small number of low energy SPs are present and they mainly involve displacement of the seven island atoms. The initial state is the lowest energy, compact island with hexagonal shape. The lowest energy transitions to escape this minimum involve SPs with energy of 0.61 eV above the minimum. These correspond to either a clockwise or a counter-clockwise rotation of the whole island on the surface. Since the transition probability decreases exponentially as the SP energy increases (see (1.1)), a cutoff energy maximum is defined for what will be considered as relevant SPs. A SP with energy of 1.2 eV corresponds to a transition with a rate that is 10 −10 smaller than the island rotation, assuming the prefactor is the same. Any SP with larger energy than 1.2 eV will be considered as irrelevant. There are 12 relevant SPs in this system.
Grain boundary.
The GB system represents a junction between two FCC crystal grains which are both twisted and tilted with respect to each other. This is shown in Figure 3. 2. Common neighbor analysis [29] is used to identify atoms that are not coordinated by their neighbors as in an FCC crystal. To minimize surface effects, the two upper most layers and the two lower most layers are kept frozen, while periodic boundary conditions are applied in the two directions parallel to the interface. The total number of atoms in the system is 1309 and of those 215 are kept frozen. The configuration has previously been annealed for nearly 0.1 ms using the AKMC method [11] and is, therefore, compact and quite stable. The lowest energy SP connected with this initial state has a height of 0.13 eV. It involves concerted displacement of four atoms by more than 0.25Å. Using the same cutoff for minimum relative transition probability as in the HI system (10 −10 ), the largest relevant SP energy is 0.73 eV. A total of 459 SPs have been determined in this system from 2000 converged searches, of these are 92 within the above mentioned range and shown in Figure 3 .3 together with curves for less strict cutoff energies. Compared with the HI system, this is a more challenging case, both because of the larger number of SPs and the close proximity of some of these SPs both in energy and in state-space.
Simulation parameters.
The parameter values used here in the SP-searches are summarized below. The values were not tuned to optimize performance for ei- ther the HI or GB systems but are rather chosen to perform well for a general, atomic scale system. In the dimer method for determining the lowest eigenmode, the distance between the two images was fixed at 0.1Å (δx D ). Initially, 20 rotational iterations were carried out to find the lowest eigenmode, but after that four rotational iterations were used at each iteration before the system was translated towards the SP. To determine the change in rotational-force, a finite rotation of 0.005 rad (δθ D ) was carried out. After the effective force had been determined, the system was translated using a conjugate gradient algorithm without line search and a maximum of 0.2Å (Δx max ) in displacement was allowed. Finally, a convergence criterion of 10 −5 eV/Å in the magnitude of the total force was used when SPs or minima were determined. When a weaker criterion of 10 −4 eV/Å was used, two points were mistakenly identified as SPs in the GB system.
In some cases, SP-searches require an excessive number of iterations to converge and when they finally do, have likely moved to a potential energy rim corresponding to a different initial state. In order to reduce the number of wasted force evaluations due to such lengthy searches, three types of abortion criteria have been implemented. (27) It is important to realize that a search can enter a high energy region and then come back down to converge on a low lying SP. It is, therefore, not advisable to abort a search when the energy reaches the cutoff energy for a relevant SP (1.2 eV for HI and 0.75 eV for GB). The choice of energy cutoff used here, 20 eV, is more than an order of magnitude higher. After a search has reached such a high energy, it will likely not converge to a SP that connects with the initial state. The same consideration applies to a search that has already included a large number of iterations without converging. Searches are, therefore, aborted after 500 iterations. Finally, there is also a maximum number of iterations allowed for a search path in the positive region. This condition is applied because searches sometimes get stuck in the positive region and circle around the minimum without the lowest eigenvalue becoming negative, i.e., into a basin of attraction for a first order SP. A maximum of 50 iterations were allowed in the positive region.
Initial displacements.
Given the minimum-mode following algorithm for climbing up from a given initial point on the surface to a first order SP, the sampling of the variety of relevant SPs in a set of searches depends on the way the initial points are generated. We have tested three different distributions for the initial displacements: (1) along the eigenmodes of the Hessian evaluated at the initial state minimum, (2) a random distribution with a maximum cutoff, and (3) a Gaussian distribution.
When method (1) was applied, the Hessian matrix at the minimum was first evaluated and the eigenvalue problem solved. From the corresponding eigenvectorv i , a more simple displacement vector D disp was created by keeping only the n components largest in absolute value of the 3N components and setting others equal to zero:
The displacement vector with n = 30 was then scaled to a length of δ disp = 0.65Å, furthermore, it was assured that no atom was displaced by more than 0.2Å:
An advantage of this method is that no a priori knowledge of which degrees of freedom are most likely displaced in low lying SPs is needed.
In systems consisting of a large number of atoms, the displacement of coordinates in going from the minimum to a low energy SP typically involve only a small subset of the atoms, mostly atoms that are not optimally coordinated by their neighbors (due to the local nature of the bonding between atoms, a consequence of the "near sightedness" of the electrons [20] ). It is, therefore, most efficient to focus the initial displacements on such atoms. This can be done explicitly in methods (2) and (3), while method (1) will implicitly do this since low frequency vibrational modes involve mostly displacements of poorly coordinated atoms. In the HI system, this means atoms with few neighbors, i.e., the island atoms. In the GB system, this means atoms that are locally not in a FCC environment, i.e., atoms that are in the GB layer. The initial displacement of the atoms in methods (2) and (3) is generated by selecting one such atom at random and then assigning a small displacement to all atoms within a spherical region centered at the atom. It should be pointed out, however, that it is quite possible to find SPs involving, for example, rearrangements of the island atoms in the HI system after displacing initially only atoms in a subsurface layer. But, the number of iterations needed to converge on the SP will then be very large. One example of a selection of atoms for initial displacement in the HI system is shown in Figure 3 .1. The non-FCC atoms in the GB system, which are potential centers for spherical displacement regions, are shown and highlighted in Figure 3 .2. In method (2) , all atoms within a sphere of radius 4.0Å were displaced by drawing random numbers from a continuous uniform distribution covering the interval -0.2Å and 0.2Å, while in method (3) the displacements were drawn from a Gaussian distribution:
where the standard deviation, σ, was set to 0.2Å.
After the initial displacement has been determined, a pair of replicas of the system-a dimer-is constructed separated by a small distance, here 0.1Å. The direction of the separation vector is chosen to be along the eigenmode when the initial displacement was chosen according to method (1) . In the other two cases, methods (2) and (3), a random initial direction of the dimer was used.
To test and compare the performance of the three methods, 500 converged SPsearches were carried out for both the HI and GB systems. The results for the HI system are shown in Figure 4 .1. When method (3), the Gaussian distribution, was used, a total of 79 SPs had been found after 500 converged searches. This included all 12 relevant SPs. Method (2), the random distribution, led to the identification of 46 SPs including 10 relevant ones. The eigenmode scheme gave the largest number of SPs, 82, but this included only 7 of the 12 relevant ones. As seen from the figure, no new SPs were determined in the last 168 searches based on that method. The computational effort, which is best quantified by counting the number of force evaluations needed to do the calculation (since the force evaluation is by far the most demanding part of the calculation), was quite similar for the three types of initial displacements, about 2000 force calls for each converged search. From this test it is clear that method (3) using the Gaussian displacements is the best option out of the three.
The GB system is much richer than the HI system since many more SPs are present both in low and high energy region and this system is, therefore, more challenging for the search methods. The results are shown in Figure 4 .2. Again, the Gaussian scheme outperforms the other two by determining 217 unique SPs in 500 searches, including all 59 relevant SPs. The eigenmode scheme appears to saturate as it did for the HI system. The last 133 searches did not result in any new finds. Another disadvantage of the eigenmode scheme is that many of the searches did not converge. A total of 4042 searches were needed to collect 500 searchers that converged on SPs that connected to the initial state minimum. For the Gaussian distribution, 825 searches were needed and 939 searches were needed for the random distribution. The most common reason for a failed search is convergence to a SP that does not connect with the initial state when a minimization is carried out. The random scheme gives the highest number of different low energy SPs if only a limited number of searches are performed, only after 400 searches does the Gaussian scheme give more results. The number of force calls needed for each successful SP-search is larger for the GB system than the HI system, about 5000 for the Gaussian and random distributions, but much larger, nearly 20000 for the eigenmode scheme because of the large number of failed searches.
The skipping-path method.
An important aspect of the minimum-mode following method is that the low lying SPs are most likely to be found [18] . A necessary consequence of this is that the same SPs tend to be found several times when multiple searches are carried out. In order to reduce the computational effort that is wasted because of this redundancy, we have implemented a simple method to detect when a search has entered the basin of attraction of a SP that has already been found in a previous search or a region that appears to be far from such regions. We will refer to the method as a "skipping-path" method and it is illustrated in Figure 2 .1. When a search exits the positive region, the value of a few coordinates that have changed the most from the initial minimum are stored. This is repeated each time the search path has advanced by a certain distance. The region on the surface specified by these points and their neighborhood become part of a chart that contains information about basins of attraction for known SPs and regions that do not correspond to such regions. A spherical region with a small, assigned radius around these points is used to estimate the neighborhood and define a marked region. In a subsequent SP-search, the values of the coordinates with largest displacement are compared with these stored values and the search is terminated as soon as it has entered a marked region. The intermediate points in this search path are then added to the chart. This is illustrated in Figure 5 .1. While the basin of attraction of a SP is large when many degrees of freedom are involved, the searches tend to retrace the same area and this method turns out to be quite successful in the test problems studied here, as shown below. The increase in computational effort is negligible and the memory needed to store the information is small. Information about unsuccessful searches, terminated by one of the abortion conditions, is also stored and used to terminate subsequent searches that enter the same region on the surface. Usually these correspond to basins of attraction to SPs that do not connect to the given initial state.
When collecting information about intermediate points along a search, only a few coordinates, i.e., those that have changed most, are stored. We refer to this subset as finger print (FP) coordinates. For the test problems studied here, this subset is defined in terms of coordinates of atoms and it turns out that the number of atoms needed, N FP , is around 7. A smaller set appears to be insufficient to distinguish between SPs that are close in state-space.
A more detailed description of the algorithm is as follows. A flowchart is shown in Figure 5 .2. During a minimum-mode following climb outside the positive region, where at least one eigenvalue of the Hessian is negative, the FP-coordinates that have changed most from the initial state minimum are identified. The index of these coordinates is compared with those of the known SPs. In the case that a match is found, the current values of the FP-coordinates are compared with the stored ones, first to check whether the distance from one of the stored points, i, is less than D:
and then to check whether each one of the FP-coordinates, h, are within d of the stored point:
Once a search has been completed, either by being terminated by these tests, or by reaching a new SP or being aborted, the intermediate values of the FP-coordinates are stored and assigned to the final result of the search. However, all configurations in the positive region are discarded and, furthermore, if the positive region is revisited during a search, all configurations prior that point are discarded. During repeated searches, the list of configurations assigned to the basin of attraction for a SP gets extended and the probability that a subsequent search reaches a mapped out region increases.
Performance analysis.
Two important criteria for the success of the method is (1) success in the reduction of computational effort needed to find new SPs and (2) possible failure as a search is terminated prematurely. To analyze the performance, a set of SP-searches were first carried out without the use of the method. The initial displacements were Gaussian distributed and the random number seeds stored. The set contains a total of 100 successful SP-searches. Then, searches were restarted from the same random number seeds which would lead to retracing of these searches, but now the skipping-path method was applied and the results compared. A range of values for the parameters used to terminate a search were tested, values of D up to 5.0Å were tried and the number of FP-coordinates, N FP , was varied from five to ten. For both test problems, N FP = 7 turned out to give good results. For the HI system D = 0.50Å was chosen whereas for the GB system, where more atoms are involved in the transitions, a larger value of 0.75Å was found to be safe. The larger termination distance could be used since the different mechanism's FP-atoms served as more distinct keys; see The results for the HI system are shown in Figure 5 .3. The first thing to notice is how rapidly the computational effort needed to find a new SP increases as the sampling of SPs progresses. The reason is that the searches converge more often to known SPs the more SPs have been found. It takes four times as much computational effort (measured by the number of gradient evaluations) to identify SP number 80 as it took to find SP number 20. The skipping-path method reduces this redundancy. Already for SP number 20, the skipping-path method reduces the computational effort to nearly a half, but for SP number 80 the reduction is to a third as compared with the original nonterminated searches. six FP-atoms were used, one SP with energy 1.195 eV was missed as a search that originally converged on it got terminated and assigned to a different SP. With seven FP-atoms this did not occur. When more atoms were included in the FP-coordinates, the stopping criterion was stricter and the searches not terminated as early, so the savings in computational effort were slightly smaller.
Similar analysis is shown for the GB system in Figure 5 .4. This is a more difficult system than the HI system. The atomic disorder at the GB leads to the existence of many different SPs and some are quite close in energy and in state-space. After 100 different SPs have been found, the searches are still not converging too often to known SPs and the reduction in computational effort by using the skipping-path method is only about 30%. No SPs were missed in these calculations by premature termination of a search. A more complete sampling of the SPs is, however, probably required in such a system. One possible criterion for stopping the sampling is to require that the lowest SP has been found ten times. The results of such a calculation is shown in Figure 5 .5. A total of 1056 distinct SPs had been determined by the time the lowest one had been found ten times. The computational effort of finding new SPs was then down to a third when the skipping-path method was used as compared with the original, nonterminated searches. One SP with energy of 0.73 eV, right at the boundary of relevant SPs as defined above, was missed when the skipping-path was used with the parameter values listed above.
Summary.
A study of the efficiency of repeated searches for finding low lying saddle points connected to a given initial state minimum is presented. Three different methods for choosing initial displacements from the minimum and a new method for reducing redundancy in the searches is presented. Two applications were studied, both involving thermally activated transitions in atomic scale models of solids: A heptamer island on a crystal surface and a boundary between two crystalline grains. The results show that a Gaussian distribution of initial displacements outperforms random displacements and displacements along eigenvectors. The Gaussian distribution gives the widest diversity of saddle points, has highest success in finding low lying saddle points, leads to searches that converge most often, and has lowest computational cost per successful search.
A method is presented that reduces wasted computational effort when a search converges on a saddle point that has previously been found or does not converge within the given constraints. The method is based on the idea that a search should be terminated when it enters the basin of attraction of any of the previously found saddle points, or regions that are known not to be of interest (for example, too high in energy, or do not connect with the given initial state). Coordinates of points along search paths outside the positive region are stored and when a subsequent search comes close enough to one of those points, the search is terminated and the new, intermediate coordinates along the new path assigned to the appropriate region. Application of the method to the two test systems shows that it can reduce the computational cost of finding new saddle points down to a third. The method is particularly useful when a thorough search for all relevant saddle points is carried out. For a given amount of computational effort, this method leads to a more complete sampling of the relevant saddle points.
